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Fitting Instructions
YewdaleKestrel® Mounting plates (K08BW, K08CW)

K08BW, K08CW Mounting plates:

O+M Guidance
It is an NHS requirement that items suspended on load-release support systems should 
be maintained and load-tested in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions on an 
annual basis. The YewdaleKestrel® system is maintenance-free and its performance 
remains constant even after repeated use. It is a requirement, however, to carry out a 
physical inspection and testing of YewdaleKestrel® fittings to identify any possible 
damage or evidence of tampering and undertake an annual load test. Annual testing 
should only be carried out by Protects Plus 0345 646 0955.

K08BW K08CW
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K08BW, K08CW Mounting plates:
 1. Using the holes in the plate, mark all fixing points ensuring there will be no 

obstructions and the plate can be fixed adequately and flat to structure.
2 . The plate is fixed to the wall using the security screws provided, which go through the 

hole in the magnets. Each magnet has a countersunk hole to allow the screw head to 
be flush once in place. Ensure all screws are in place adequately and the plate is flush 
and tight against the surface it is being fixed to. There must be no gaps between the 
plate and the wall.

Fitting Accessories to back plate
Using the template provided, mark the fixing locations on the rear of the accessories. 
Double-check to make sure there is no clash with any workings of the accessories inside. 
Drill a hole the correct size to receive the rivet provided. Once ready, secure the KD4S disc 
supplied with the rivet to the accessories. Please ensure the disc is fixed securely to the 
accessories and can’t be removed.
Offer the accessories to the plate to ensure the magnet and the disc align. Once you have 
confirmed this, the installation is complete. 
Should you require it, add anti-pick silicone to the edge of the plate. This is up to your 
discretion.

NB. Security screws can be used if preferred (Part numbers KT1, KT3) 

All Brackets
Test the completed installation. The downward force needed to part the brackets should 
never be more than 400N (40kg static load) at any point. 

Warning
The magnetic element of the YewdaleKestrel® bracket is POWERFUL. Handle with care. 
If attached to a flat steel surface, it may be difficult to remove the magnet. DO NOT PLACE 
NEAR SENSITIVE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT. 
YewdaleKestrel® products are designed as standalone products only. Care should be 
taken when assessing or arranging a room to ensure that YewdaleKestrel® products 
cannot be misused in conjunction with any other item, furniture or fixings in the room. 
It is the responsibility of the end user or client to ensure the product is suitable for the 
environment it is being installed in. YewdaleKestrel® products must be fitted by a 
qualified professional following the manufacturer’s instructions. Failure to do so could 
jeopardise the product’s effectiveness as an anti-ligature system. All installations must 
be checked and commissioned on completion to ensure the downward forces does not 
exceed the maximum nor that it is breaking away below the normal force. It is highly 
recommended that sign off proof that the product is installed and commissioned 
correctly is issued to the client after installation.
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